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Today we are exploring…

what happens when students learn to read 

How can we identify at risk readers 

What are the essential components of reading 

How can we support students ‘early on’ for success 

a bit of theory - the WHY

time for practice: modelling & demonstrations - the HOW

opportunities to engage, reflect, chat & share - the YOU

Through…

•pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours

•begin to understand concepts of print

•become familiar with words, letters & rhymes 

Emergent
The Developmental Stages of Reading

Early 

•know how to break words into letters &/or sounds

•know that print represents sounds & words

•understand most concepts of print

•know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters

•develop decoding & problem solving skills

•acquire a collection of high frequency words

•rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues

•identify words with greater skill & ease 

•apply more complex comprehension strategies

•have a bigger bank of sight words

•stronger decoding skills

•cueing systems to support comprehension

Fluent

Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education

Key Principles in Effective Reading Instruction

‣Students learn to read by reading continuous text 

‣Students need to read a variety of high-quality texts to build 
a reading process 

‣Students need to read a large quantity of texts to build a 
reading process 

‣Students need to read different texts for different 
purposes 

‣Students need to hear many texts read aloud

Adapted from:  Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

continued…



Key Principles in Effective Reading Instruction

‣Students need different levels of support at different 
times 

‣A text “level” means different things in different 
instructional contexts 

‣The more students read for authentic purposes, the more 
likely they are to make a place for reading in their lives 

‣Students need to see themselves as readers who have 
tastes and preferences

Adapted from:  Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

…continued

Think About Yourself as a Reader

✦choose what you want to read 
✦read for a variety of purposes 
✦have opportunities to read for long periods of time 
✦respond through reflection, conversation, and 

collaboration 
✦sometimes share your thinking and insights with 

others

From - Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller 

You probably:

think about how you can provide your 
students with these same opportunities...

how can this inform our decisions related to instruction, 
groupings, our classroom library, read alouds, etc…?

Getting to Know Our Students as Readers…

Adapted From - Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog & The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

Comprehensive Literacy Framework

Oral Language

Reading 

Active Read Aloud 

Shared Reading 

Guided/Small-Group Reading 

Independent Reading

Writing 

Modelled Writing 

Shared/Interactive Writing 

Guided/Small-Group Writing 

Independent Writing

Word Work 

Early Literacy Concepts 
Phonological Awareness 

Letter Knowledge & Sounds 
Word Solving & Structure 

Spelling Patterns  
High-Frequency Words 

Word Meaning & Vocabulary



Scaffolded Support for Reading

Active Read Aloud

Shared Reading

Independent Reading

‣ Literacy Centres 
‣ Reading Workshop Partners 
‣ Book Clubs

‣Guided Reading  
‣Small-Group Reading 

Reading TO Children

Reading WITH Children

Reading BY Children

Reading WITH Children

Children Reading Together

Table Talk

 Reflect with your group on the levels of scaffolded  
reading support:

what scaffolded supports are regular parts of your reading instruction? 

 is there one level of support you could offer more of to students?

Reading 

Active Read Aloud 

Shared Reading 

Guided/Small-Group Reading 

Independent Reading

Comprehensive & Connected Literacy Experiences

Thinking

What do you notice? -  

pre-reading engagement 
and theory-building 

Talking

Hello

Hi

What do you notice? - 
  
hearing other people’s  
perspectives and voicing  
your own opinion Reading

What do you think 
Gerald is thinking? - 
  
inferring thoughts 
based on knowledge of 
the character

Writing

Thought Bubbles -  

noticing character  
development over time

What do 
you notice?



Giraffes Can’t DancePOPEY

When I stop the book, write what you think 
Gerald is thinking in your notebook

Thought Bubbles 

What’s YOUR 
Superpower?

✓In the next few minutes, write or draw the three parts of the 
story that you reflected upon. Use your writing in the thought 
bubbles to guide your story.

✓Reflect on what you thought Gerald was thinking throughout the story

✓Share your work with your table group

 An extension when you are reading your next story: 
‣ Add in thinking bubbles at different parts  

of your story to focus on how your character is feeling

Activity Time!
The Importance of Listening Comprehension

Adapted from:  Shifting the Balance - Burkins & Yates

Our full 
capacity  

to understand  
the language  
all around us



Listening Comprehension

Adapted from:  Shifting the Balance - Burkins & Yates

 Reading comprehension begins with spoken 
language   

To comprehend a text, enough works on the page 
have to activate language we already have

“We are natural 
born sense-

makers” 
-Burkins

Scarborough’s Reading Rope

Adapted from: Q&A with  Scarborough

Word Reading

Phonological  
Awareness 

Decoding 

Sight recognition  
of familiar words 

Listening/Language 
Comprehension

Reading  
Comprehension

Background 
Knowledge 

Vocabulary 

Language 
structures  

Verbal reasoning 

Literacy 
knowledge  

Image: Early Learning Framework

“Comprehension problems - which tend to be 
linked to limited language skills - often stay 
hidden until later grades (Nation et al. 2004) 
when the complexity of the text begins to 

exceed the limits of the child’s listening 
comprehension.”

Shifting the Balance - Yates & Burkins Shifting the Balance - Yates & Burkins



Shifting the Balance - Yates & Burkins

Four Part Processing Model

Adapted from:  Shifting the Balance - Burkins & Yates

Reading comprehension and spoken language 
comprehension both depend on the three language 
processing systems: 

Phonological 
Context 
Meaning  

Orthographic processing joins the other 3 systems 
when we introduce print

Conversations with our students 
are an investment in their future 

reading comprehension

Vocabulary Development 

Adapted from:  Shifting the Balance - Burkins & Yates

Vocabulary is correlated to increased reading 
comprehension 

Rich content words can increase background 
knowledge 

What interesting word did you discover this weekend? 

Come up with a more interesting word than interesting

Video: Three Year Old Telling a Story

YouTube  



The Word Collector High Frequency Power Words

Adapted from:  Shifting the Balance - Burkins & Yates

* Words 1-13 make up 25% of the words in children’s texts

109 words comprise 50% of the words found in 
children’s texts

*the *for from were do some
*of *was I when will so

*and on have we each these
*a are or there about would
*to as by can how other
*in with one an up into
*is his had your out has

*you they not which them more
*that at but their then her

*it be what said she two
*he this all if many like

High Frequency Power Words

Adapted from:  Shifting the Balance - Burkins & Yates

109 words comprise 50% of the words found in 
children’s texts

him its only after back

see who way words much

time now find called before

could people use just go

no my may where good

make made water most new

than over long know write

first did little get

been down very through

High Frequency Words

Adapted from:  Shifting the Balance - Burkins & Yates

Prioritize which high frequency words you explicitly 
teach…

quake went

choir was

High 
Frequency

Low 
Frequency

Regular

Irregular

the
of

you

for
that

to



Using dialogic reading 

‣are active participants  

‣are co-storytellers  

‣take ownership of their own ideas and connections 
to the text

Adapted from:  Accelerating language development through picture book reading - Whitehurst et al. 

Students… 

The process invites children to engage in meaningful ways that  
encourage and promotes oral language development  

and a sense of curiosity about texts. 

Using dialogic reading example dialogue

Educator: "What is happening in this picture?"  

Student: "A dog is jumping into the water.” 

Educator: "The brown dog is jumping into the 
water. It looks like a stream in the forest. What 
is the dog doing?” 

Student: "He is jumping into the stream in the 
forest."

Adapted from:  Accelerating language development through picture book reading - Whitehurst et al. 

Conversation: 

Different prompts allow students to 
become involved in the storytelling

Completion prompts are usually used with repetitive or rhyming 
books.  

Recall prompts are questions about a book the child has already read. 

Open-ended prompts focus on the pictures in books and work best 
with rich, detailed illustrations. 

Wh- prompts begin with what, where, when, why, and how. 

Distancing prompts relate to pictures or words in the book that 
connect to experiences outside the book.

Adapted from:  Accelerating language development through picture book reading - Whitehurst et al. 

Check out the acronym CROWD: 

Your Turn



Students Learn By Talking

Talking represents each student’s thinking.  

We engage students in conversation that is grounded in 
a variety of texts - those that students read, hear 

read aloud, or write - and that expands their ability to 
comprehend ideas and use language to share thinking.

From - The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum  Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell

A Tuesday Poem: Revolution for the Tested

Excerpt from:  A Tuesday Poem - Messner

Read. 

But don’t read what they tell you to. 
Don’t read excerpts, half-poems, 
Carefully selected for lexile content, 
Or articles written for the sole 
purpose 
Of testing your comprehension. 

Don’t read for trinkets, 
For pencils or fast food coupons. 
Don’t even read for M&M’s. 
And don’t read for points. 

An excerpt from 
Kate Messner’s:  
A Tuesday Poem

Read for yourself. 
Read because it will show you who 
you are, 
Who you want to be some day, 
And who you need to understand. 
Read because it will open doors 
To college and opportunity, yes, 
And better places still… 
Doors to barns where pigs and 
spiders speak, 
To lands where anything is possible. 
To Hogwarts and Teribithia, 
To Narnia and to Hope. 

Read for the world.

Fiction and nonfiction thinking strategies

Connecting 
Questioning 
Inferencing 
Predicting 
Literary strategies - metaphors, idioms, etc.

Fiction

Nonfiction
Text features - Table of Contents, diagrams, labels, etc. 
Connecting to prior knowledge 
Vocabulary study - introducing new words/meanings 
Personal response - opinions, preferences, connections 
Understanding and connecting to new information

Daily Book Talks  
Making Sentence Stems a Literacy Routine

I liked it when... 
I didn't understand when... 
My favourite part was... 
I thought it was funny when... 
I do/don’t like this character because… 
S/he was really... 
I learned about... 
I think the character was sad because... 
This story reminded me of the time when I...

From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

The teacher models and demonstrates topics or questions 
during daily informal conversations about books:



 

Daily Book Talks  
Making Sentence Stems a Literacy Routine Table Activity

What do you wonder about your group’s short text?  

Have someone in the group write down all the questions you brainstorm  

Decide as a group which question is the most important or interesting to you 

Choose someone from your group to share your question 
when we come back together as a large group…

My family defied  
the government

Group 1

Fire was 
the only 

light

Group 4

Blanket-wrapped  
parcels hidden in  

the boat

Group 2

Dancing’s 
against  
the law.

Group 3

Strange masked 
figures  

surrounded me

Group 6

That was the  
only time I saw 
my father dance

Group 5

Let’s Spy on ourselves as readers…

What did you ask yourself?  
What did you pay attention to? 
What theory are you starting to form?

Reading is a theory-building 
activity

Adapted from - Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo

Secret of the DancePOPEY

How did the pre-reading activity affect 
you as you listen to the book?



Let’s Spy on ourselves as readers…

When we begin to pay attention to what  
is going on inside our heads as we read,  
we are amazed at what we can  
learn from ourselves as readers.  
- Debbie Miller

Reading is a theory-building activity

Adapted from - Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo and Reading with Meaning - Miller

Comprehension 
‣

Understanding as you’re reading helps you to 
engage with the text, read accurately, read 

with fluency, understand what the author is 
saying, and think beyond the text.  - Jen 

Serravallo ‣

Authenticity matters. I can’t fake it.  
My connections, or questions,  

or inferences - whatever  
the strategy focus happens to be -  

must be genuine.   
- Debbie Miller

‣

If we teach a child the skill of reading  
without encouraging the love of reading,  
we will have created a literate illiterate.  

- Kylene Beers

Adapted from - Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo and Reading with Meaning - Miller  

GPS devices offer: 

 just-in-time, individualized support  

 continuous progress monitoring, feedback, and course 

corrections  

 a wide variety of choices 

 multiple routes based on preferences 

 accuracy

Think of how Global Positioning Systems 
(GPS) have transformed navigation.

This is what our students need from us,  
to navigate their learning journeys.

Formative Assessment - 
Assessment for Learning

Learn Alberta

Assessment for learning is ongoing assessment 
that allows teachers to monitor students on a 
day-to-day basis and modify their teaching 

based on what the students need to be 
successful. 

This assessment provides students with the 
timely, specific feedback that they need to 

make adjustments to their learning.



Students need specific, constructive feedback to 
know what is working well and what needs 

improvement. We must give students feedback that 
builds on what they know and points them to the 
next step, especially students who have gotten off to 

a rocky start. 

-Ruth Culham, 6+1 Traits of Writing

Assessment for Learning - 
Feedback

  Reflect on a time when you received some feedback. 
Was it valuable (or not), and why?

Now think of the feedback you give your students… 

WHAT feedback do they need from you, and WHEN 
do they need it, for it to be valuable?

Table Sharing

Benefits of Reading Conferences

⭐It’s an opportunity for growth - for you & for the kids⭐

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

 can see the rich variety of each student - honour & value 
where they are in their reading journey 

 you become a researcher - as you learn about each kid 

 opportunity to develop strong relationships while they get 
concentrated attention 

 opportunity to gather information & provide support in a 
variety of ways: 

‣assessment  
‣goal-setting 
‣coaching 
‣research 
‣compliment 

During Reading Conferences…

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

students are:
‣self-reflecting

‣asking for support

‣showing what they have 
learned

‣practicing strategies

teachers are:

‣giving feedback

‣supporting strategies still being    
practiced

‣offering new strategies

‣coaching, guiding, complimenting



a pop quiz

What conferring is…

✓a conversation with a student

✓a time for students to do the work 

✓a time to offer individualized support

✓a time to teach the reader

What conferring is not…

a time for teachers to do all the 
talking 

a time to reteach everyone the 
same lesson

a time to teach the book

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Reading Conferences

✓a time to guide & coach a time to do extensive modelling

Research 
Ask questions, look at text, have the student read aloud

From - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Decide 
Determine a strength and point it out to the student

Compliment 
Offer a clear, explicit compliment 
(what they did, why it’s helpful, what they could continue doing…)

Nice fluent 
reading.

Wow! You’re reading 
sounds like you speak. 
That’s very important 
because when you read 
smoothly, and with 
expression, you will 
understand what you 
are read even better. 
Keep doing that when 
you read, okay?

can become…

Compliment Conference

Guided Inquiry 
Help the child name a goal by asking questions while looking 
at an example of their work

From - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Teach 
Offer the student a strategy to help them begin working on 
their goal

Coach 
Provide feedback as the student practices

Sample Inquiry Questions: 
What do you notice about your work? 
Can you think of ways you might improve it? 
When you look at your work, what do you find you struggle with? 
What will make the biggest difference for you as a reader? 
What is some new work you are thinking of taking on? 
One thing I notice is… what are your thoughts?  

Link 
Leave the student with a reminder of the goal and strategy

Goal Setting Conference
Teach 
Remind the student of their goal. Offer a strategy 
(perhaps model)

From - Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

Coach/Active Involvement 
Have the student practice the strategy. Use prompts to 
coach.

Link 
Repeat the strategy and explain your expectations for the 
student to practice independently.

Strategy: 

“Look at the picture. Now 
look at the caption. Explain 
what is happening in the 
picture by looking closely at 
it.

Prompts: 

“What are you thinking 
about what the caption 
said?”

Coaching Conference



Research 
Ask questions, look at writing, have the student read

Decide 
Determine a strength and a possibility for teaching  
(ideally they are aligned)

Compliment 
Offer a clear, explicit compliment

Teach 
Offer a strategy

From - Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

Coach/Active Involvement 
Give feedback as the student practices 

Link 
Repeat the strategy and explain your expectations for 
what the student will do independently

Research-Decide-Teach Conference Reading - Compliment Conferences

Reading - Coaching Conferences

What conferencing tools are in your current practice?

What are 1-2 strategies you could try in upcoming 
reading conferences?

Share your “Stretch Goal” with your table 
partner

Comfort Zone

Stretch Zone



Conferencing with Emergent Readers

Meet students where they are at:

Concepts of Print (how the student navigates a book) 

Can the student locate: 

 the front of the book 
 the title of the book 
 where to begin reading 
 a letter 
 a word 
 the first word of a sentence 
 the last word of a sentence 
 the first and last word on a page 
 punctuation marks  
 a capital letter 
 a lowercase letter 

Meet students where they are at:

Elkonin Boxes (sound boxes) 

Can the student isolate sounds in simple words: 

Conferencing with Emergent Readers

Meet students where they are at:

Cut Up Sentences 

Can the student put simple sentences back together: 

I

have

a

cat.

Conferencing with Emergent Readers Documenting Conversations & Observations

From - Learn Alberta

Tips for Establishing and Maintaining Anecdotal Notes:

Jacob Date Observation Action Plan

or



"If children are not spending a significant portion of their 

day engaged in texts that allow them to practice the 

strategies we are modelling, then we cannot possibly 

expect them to take on these strategies and use them 

independently."

From - Catching Readers Before They Fall - Johnson & Keier

charts & printables to support students’ literacy learning

including:

www.popey.ca/home-learning

Alphabet Chart (clip art images) Alphabet Chart (photos)

Short Vowels Chart Short & Long Vowels Chart

Word Families Chart

Beginning Blends & Digraphs Chart Ending Blends & Digraphs Chart

Vowel Teams Chart

R-Controlled Vowels Chart Feelings Chart

Mood MetreWord Work Games

to support various elements of literacy development

including:

POPEY’s YouTube ChannelDemonstration Videos on 

Word Ladders

Guess the Covered Word — for Developing Readers

Guess the Covered Word — for Beginning Readers

All About Word Families

If You Know…It Helps You Know…

Making Words - for Beginning Readers

Making Words - for Developing Readers

Closing Circle: Six Word Stories
Write a six word story about how you want your students 
to feel this year.

Excited and safe, calm and curious

Hopeful, helpful, safe, sense of belonging

Kind, confident, full of inquisitive joy

Safe to wonder, discover, question, explore

Share it table group if you’d like…



Final Reflection & Sharing

Reflect on the activities & resources shared today: 
  

Pre-reading activity - What do you wonder? What do you notice? 

Reading Survey 

Literate Conversations about Text  

(Fiction and non-fiction) 

   High Frequency Words 

   Dialogic Reading 

  Building Theory through Text 

Reading Conferences  

(Compliment, Goal Setting, Coaching, Research-Decide-Teach)

what’s one thing you could try out next week?

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Educlips Presenter Media Storyblocks

Info Links
more videos are available on POPEY’s YouTube channel

Videos

Sources

Books

Conferring with Readers - Serravallo & Goldberg

A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Learn Alberta
Reading Conference - Serravallo

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

Understanding Texts and Readers - Serravallo

Reading with Meaning - Miller

Catching Readers Before They Fall - Johnson & Keier

Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

Shifting the Balance - Burins & Yates

Three year old telling a story

Guide to Effective Instruction in K-3 - Ontario Education 
Bells - Reader directed by Greg Gray

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas and Pinnell

A guide to the Reading Workshop - Calkins

Guided Reading Basics - Jaminson Rog

Accelerating language development through picture  
book reading - Whitehurst et al. 

This is a Joyful Revolution 

Q&A with Scarborough

A Tuesday Poem

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program 

for the Early Years

www.popey.ca

Jen Kelly

jen@popey.ca


